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Version one: new sculptural object  
Having as starting point the development of the sculptural object, I applied the 
method from the first version of Sounding Stile for transferring the shape of its 





Version two: improvisation graphic notation and score 
The graphic notation below shows an additional method of Sounding Stile’s 
second version, which expanded the sound piece through improvisation. It used 
as starting point the graphic representation of Andre’s Stile four main viewpoints 
and the chromatic scale (left part of the notation diagram). It sought to transfer 







A first version of Sides explored the mapping of the three-dimensional object's 
sides to multiple sound sources and duration, reflecting on Nathalie Miebach’s 
methods of transition and mapping between three-dimensional forms and sound 
through notation1. A selection of data was mapped into scores based on grids, 
which were interpreted by musicians. Miebach was then translating the scores 
into three-dimensional objects through a method of weaving2. It was not the data 
translations that Miebach realized in her work, but her method of moving from 
sound to three-dimensional objects, which was reconsidered here from a co-
compositional perspective. In the first version of the work Sides, the visual 
representation of the three-dimensional object was realized on grid paper. Each 
side was divided into sound sources depending on the shapes of the sides, 
mapping duration to a square unit, as a revised version of Sounding Stile’s 
notation method. The difference here was that notation concerned parts of the 
visual representation of the sculptural objects and not as a whole; it also looked 
beyond pitch-duration relationships. It still employed the idea of calculation but 
only to form a general structure for sound pieces, which defined the number of 
sources and their duration.  
  
                                                          
1 http://nathaliemiebach.com/weatherscores.html [accessed 19 September 2017]. 
2 https://claralieu.wordpress.com/2010/03/08/transfomrations-installation-opening-gallery-talk/ 




























Actions in sound 
Photos of the making process 
   
    





     
assemble 1b (top left), cut/folding (top right), welded (bottom left), carving/folding (bottom right) 
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Spectrogram analyses  
Images from the spectrogram analysis of the sound recordings from the making 
processes were analyzed with the software Sonic Visualiser. They include a time 
ruler and a sound frequency column on the left part of the image. A description 
of this analysis follows based on the spectrograms, the recordings and the video 
documentation: 
Concerning the making process in marble, as we can see from the 
spectrogram of the action of placing the marble on the track slider of the 
marble cutter, there is a sound lasting for almost 0.5s before 1s, which is then 
repeated more intensely before 2s. It is the sound of placing the marble on 
the metal track slider. The spectrogram of adjusting the marble by moving 
and pushing shows each time that it is on a potential position for cutting, it 
is being tested by bringing it closer to the operating blade until they are in 
contact. Before 1s we can see the initiation of the operation of the blade, 
followed by moving the piece of marble that produces sound before 3s and 
before 6s and testing its position with the blade in 7s and again after 10s. As 
we can observe in the spectrogram of the action of cutting marble in the 
machine, there are no obvious changes, the sound continues in the same way 
throughout the sample until before 20s when it gradually moves towards 
termination. Concerning the intensity of the sound during the action of 




Spectrogram of placing marble on the machine 
 
 







Spectrogram of cutting marble 
  
 
For the making process in steel, the sound of the action of cutting the sheets 
in the electric guillotine was analyzed as a spectrogram (Figure 45); after 
6s, sound is produced from the action of adjusting the sheet prior to cutting. 
This action is evolving in steps, followed by cutting and pieces falling on the 
ground after cutting. Figure 46 shows the spectrogram of the action of 
welding that is happening in a rhythmic manner. In the spectrogram of 
grinding, at around 10.500Hz and 16.000Hz respectively, we can see two 
lines that represent the sound of the disc of the grinder. The fluctuation of 
the lines indicates their changing of frequency as for example, between 5s 
and 8s. This depends on the contact of the grinder to the material. In 8s-12s 
there is a repetitive activity due to the back and forth movement that is 
happening during grinding. In the spectrogram of grinding and rotating the 
object, the difference with the previous action lies in the line that occurs in 
the spectrogram from the sound of the disc of the grinder. Its fluctuation is 
now more intense. Additionally, parts such in 3s-5s, 8s-9s, 12s-13s and 15s-
18s show the sound from the rotation of the object. The most intense action 
of this process is grinding, in which energy is greater than cutting in the 







Spectrogram of cutting steel sheets in the guillotine 
 
 







Spectrogram of grinding steel  
 







Spectrogram of cutting glass  
  















Full technical setup  
Workshop equipment 
1. Two angle grinders (cutting disc and grinding disc) 
2. MIG welder 
3. Protection equipment (see risk assessment document below, pp. 29-30) 
4. Working bench 
5. Steel sheets 
Sound equipment  
1. Laptop / Desktop Computer  
2. Dynamic Microphone (an Electro-Voice RE20 dynamic cardioid 
microphone was used for the performance Process/Procedure) 
3. Audio Interface  
4. Stereo or Quad Amplification System and Monitor Speakers  
The electronics should be balanced in order to support the workshop sounds, but 
not to be too quiet or overpowering them. Levels should be adjusted in the 
performance space (workshop) to ensure a good balance between the processed 
and live (sculpting) sounds. The loudest sound (this of the grinder) should be 
considered as a reference for adjusting levels.  
Software  
Max For Live, Ableton Live (9 or later), inputPlay 2.1 Patch (Appendix 2: Digital 
media), Externals. 
Sound processing externals are required, which should be installed on the 
computer running the live set. These are: a) Max For Live Externals 
(AutoRingModulatio and LFO), b) Jonas Obermueller’s jo.Spectral Morph 1.0, c) 
Nils Nordmann’s FDC Generator 1.0, d) David Braun’s Transient Designer 1.01 and 



























Consent form for interviewees 
 
  
The same risk assessment, protection sign and consent form were used for all 








A 3D scanned image of the Architecture Research Workshop at Edinburgh School 
of Architecture and Landscape Architecture in Minto House, 20-22 Chambers 
Street, Edinburgh. Scanned by the author in September 2018 with a Leica BLK360 























Photos of performance 


















Captured by Roxana Karam 
The images below have been captured by Roxana Karam using a PCE-TC 3 Hand-
held thermal imaging camera during the performance Process/Procedure ‘With’. 
The first two images of welding show the heat all over the object. The third image 
shows the object cooling after welding. Following, the image of grinding 
highlights that heat during this process was accumulated closer to the point of 
contact with the grinder rather than the whole object. The last image shows the 










Questionnaire for audience 
1. What is your understanding of this process?  
2. What is your perception of the sound-3D object relationships in this work?  




1. You were making actions, moves, which informed the system that 
responded with sound and you responded to it. A feedback system, a 
cycle. The response rate of the system was different than yours.   
2. I like the ambient sound… as if you were creating the sounds through 
bodily movement, as composing sound through making the object. I was 
not sure whether it was the sound of the movement, which was 
triggering the system. I would describe it as a ‘sound ecology’ that was 
comprised of individual ecologies in a cyclic, feedback loop.   
3. A spatial work in which sound was the main actor… a dialogue between 
actions-sound-object. Filters were acting like masks. This created a 
distance with the performance. You get immersed, while distancing. This 
was a strong aspect of the work. Light and sound relationships also 
added into that.   
A:  
1. Interaction of three media (performance, sculpture and sound) partly 
automated, partly open to randomness, real-time, live. The basis were 
the media themselves and experimentation with them: that was for me 
the side of the process.   
2. I was wondering whether the processed sound was live generated 
responding to the sculpture. I thought that this could have been a pre-
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recorded thing. I found satisfying the grinding part, which corresponded 
to the action of smoothing: both the sound and the physical material.   
3. There was a strong performative element totally integrated with the 
processing of the sound and the sculpture. I could notice moments of 
clear improvisation and the existence of a script behind the 
performance. Reference and point of attention: a woman doing very 
heavy manual labour.   
N:  
1. Sound producing correspondence to what you were doing, the sculpture. 
The sound was repetitive, so I was able to observe the sounds is relation 
to what you were doing.   
2. The object wasn’t there yet, you were making it. It was more about 
building the object I think. Atmospheric, spatial sounds. The object was 
sharp, square and made from steel, very industrial, raw-looking object. 
The sounds were kind of industrial too but more softened, like hearing 
this process with cushions above your ears – not as sharp as the object 
was.   
3. You would first act and then the sound would respond to it in a way that 
would feel like a very concentrated zoom into the process. This was 
emphasized with the sound in that particular moments. The coming 
together of the welding, the steel, the surface and the actions were in a 
direct relationship to the process rather than the finalized object. We 
didn’t hear the sound of preparing the steel sheets was absent; the sound 
which was included in the performance was about the bringing together 
this specific process rather than the whole making.  
K:  
1. It was not clear to me at all times, but I could tell when it was changing. I 
was trying to focus via the ear and not the eye and then I was 
understanding better what was happening. It was mostly a feeling of 
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creation, of being present both in time and in space. Smell was very 
strong – the smellscape. At the beginning it was too strong but then it got 
me more immersed. The same was with wearing a mask.   
2. I could feel the 3D shape being created sonically. From the sound and 
the object, I could feel space being created. Sometimes I was focusing on 
the aural and other times on the visual… they were complementing each 
other. This could be presented as a durational performance. People 
coming and going would enhance the experience.   
3. Your gestures… I could tell that your body was taking a different position 
in relation to the angle/technique and a change to the process. The 
gesture was more obvious to perceive through listening. I could 
understand the sources of sounds. Space created through the object, 
sonically, but also through the gestures.  
A:  
1. To make a torsion in reality through which we can exhume the 
temporality of both sound, and the lived experience of the performance… 
a pure experimentation of the spatio-hyletic possibilities of space, an 
invention of voids that investigates what space can do. In both its 
presence and absence. 
2. The cube that you make, to me is not a three-dimensional object, but the 
cube that you make to me is a four-dimensional object, with no shadow 
at all, but the shadow is the sound. Your cube to me isn't a residue, it 
doesn't represent your performance, but your performance is what binds 
the cube, your performance is the glue. The delay, it makes space. 
Distance. Makes the space so huge. The space where you are performing, 
looses its scale. Because we can hear the immediate noise from the 
welding machine. Then after a while comes the low murmur, as if from 
far away. Which distorts the audible space around. So perhaps your cube 
looses its scale, and occupies the whole building where its being made. 
Because the later sound feels as if it comes from inside the cube. 
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3. The vectors of your welding hands, the direction that works in the 
emptiness. And once it is finished, the space inside is locked forever, the 
space that you borrowed from the infinity of space around you, is now 
locked without having an access to it. But the only thing that comes from 
the inside of the cube is the echo, the memory.  
 
A selection of comments:  
“A spatial work in which sound was the main actor… a dialogue between 
actions-sound-object. Filters were acting like masks. This created a distance with 
the performance. You get immersed, while distancing. This was a strong aspect of 
the work. Light and sound relationships also added into that.” 
“The delay, it makes space. Distance…The space where you are performing, 
loses its scale. Because we can hear the immediate noise from the welding machine. 
Then after a while comes the low murmur, as if from far away. Which distorts the 
audible space around. So perhaps your cube loses its scale, and occupies the whole 
building where it is being made. Because the later sound feels as if it comes from 
inside the cube.” 
“I liked the ambient sound… as if you were creating the sounds through 
bodily movement, as composing sound through making the object.” 
“I found satisfying the grinding part, which corresponded to the action of 
smoothing: both the sound and the physical material.” 
“There was a strong performative element totally integrated with the 
processing of the sound and the sculpture. I could notice moments of clear 
improvisation and the existence of a script behind the performance.” 
“The object was not there yet, you were making it. It was more about 
building the object, I think. Atmospheric, spatial sounds. The object was sharp, 
square and made from steel, very industrial, raw-looking object. The sounds were 
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kind of industrial too but more softened, like hearing this process with cushions 
above your ears.” 
“The cube that you made, to me was not a three-dimensional object, but a 
four-dimensional object, with no shadow at all, but the shadow was the sound…Your 
cube to me was not a residue, it did not represent your performance, but your 
performance was what bound the cube, your performance was the glue.” 
“The cube that you make isn't surfaces, its lines. No surface, because the 
surface was already there. But it was the vectors of your welding hands, the 
direction that works in the emptiness…But the only thing that comes from the inside 
of the cube is the echo, the memory.” 
“You would first act and then the sound would respond to it in a way that 
would feel like a very concentrated zoom into the process. This was emphasized with 
the sound in that particular moments. The coming together of the welding, the steel, 
the surface and the actions were in a direct relationship to the process rather than 
the finalized object. We didn’t hear the sound of preparing the steel sheets was 
absent; the sound which was included in the performance was about the bringing 
together this specific process rather than the whole making.” 
“It was mostly a feeling of creation, of being present both in time and in 
space. Smell was very strong – the smellscape. At the beginning it was too strong 
but then it got me more immersed. The same was with wearing a mask.” 
“I could feel the 3D shape being created sonically. From the sound and the 
object, I could feel space being created. Sometimes I was focusing on the aural and 
other times on the visual… they were complementing each other.” 
“The gesture was more obvious to perceive through listening. I could 
understand the sources of sounds. Space created through the object, sonically, but 






















Photos of the performance 













Photos of the object 

















Questionnaire for audience  
1. What is your understanding of this process?  
2. What is your perception of the pauses and the time in-between actions?  
3. How do you understand material transformation in relation to body 




1. The sound making as well as physical making affecting one another. The 
material was metal and the tools were welding and grinding; it was more than 
just welding and grinding for creating a physical output, it was also the sound of 
making and the space where it was happening, a workshop… It was very focused 
on the stages: how you interact with the material and how you develop…stage by 
stage…how you reflect your understanding of the process to an audience. The 
space was important, as a place in which this was happening in terms of 
perceiving both the audio and the visuals. Close my eyes, listen to the sound, 
understand what you were doing…which is different than how you would look at 
this process of making without this setup/idea, if you were in a normal 
workshop.  
2. That was important, the pauses…lets the audience absorb what was happening. 
Where there was a pause, it was not a stop, the sound was still coming through. 
It was important in terms of breaking the linearity of the process, to create an 
anticipation of the next step of the performance. The intensity of the action as 
well as the sound…there was a variation because of the pauses. The timing in-
between, both grinding and welding, to keep the balance with sounds of different 
frequencies…to show that in a normal workshop you would take pauses but also 
these pauses were intentional within the process: to let everything settle both in 
the workshop space/materials and in the audience’s memories.   
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3. It is kind of like a dance…when you are working with the material. The pressure 
changes between your body and the physical material and sound. Transformation 
of feedback and forces between matter and body. The metal when you were 
working constantly on it was hot, you could see the light. A process of visual 
perception of the physical matter…which was nice. It was very obvious with the 
mask on. You could see the processes and the lights and the colour range of the 
sparks and the light.   
The viewpoint was also very interesting: very different. You usually get to see in 
human eye view…the bird view gives the perception of positions: where action is 
happening in terms of space, a more cohesive perception of the focus on multiple 
things. From human eye view it is usually focusing on one thing. Also the fact that 
you can see the fumes and the dust moving, you don’t only feel it and smell it, you 
also see it. It is creating different forms; how these are changing and affecting 
each other. When you see from the glasses, you can see the lights – everything 
else is dark – you can see your movement through your instrument; the 
instrument is part of your body.   
  
S:   
1. When you make the objects, that kind of making creates sounds…you bring the 
sounds into the process, the making process, the product and the sound emerge 
together. Before the performance, I hadn’t realized that the process itself can be 
that interesting for a research. As an architect I focus usually on the object itself, 
in the future I think we need to understand the design through the processes 
themselves. Another way to understand the object.   
2. At first, I was thinking that when you do an action you focus on this, but after 
you stopped I started thinking beyond the action itself, about what to anticipate, 
look at other people’s reaction and observe the environment. When you were 
doing an action I was focusing on the working area and the actions, then I was 
observing the surrounding environment, the setup, the objects. It follows 
creation and it is a necessary element, to stop something, a ‘waste’ of time to 
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give you ideas and it is a creation time for other things than the objects, it gives 
audience space for ideas. I started to understand a specific behavior related to the 
setup and the physical elements of the environment.   
3. I think your gestures, the specific gestures related to some specific actions and 
specific making; the transformation of material was always related to the 
working area, to your hand, to your focus on the process, your eyes, your 
perception. Body movement shows some intensity, that you are focusing on the 
process. Danger from sparks in the performance, the nature of the material, 
somehow it engaged me to focus on your body movement. When you 
stopped, your body movement changed. Stopping is somehow related 
to moving; when you are making something, the range of your body movement is 
limited to the working area. When you stop you walk in the space, the range 
becomes bigger. Related to time perception, when you stopped the perception of 
time changed for me.   
  
K:   
1. I was mostly focusing on the visual element, grinding, because it was the most 
overwhelming… Layers of immersion that were achieved through the sound and 
the smell…layered experience. I was focusing on the material and looking at the 
transformation of the material in the beginning, then my attention shifted to the 
sound.   
2. Very theatrical, very abrupt. These were the times when I could concentrate on 
the sonic part of it. It was the part where imagination took over…I was thinking 
how the thing is going to transform…what is she going to do next? I was thinking 
how it looked before and how it could look by the end of the process. Theatricality 
that gave way to imagination.   
3. I could not help but wonder how this would be in the end…how the material 
would transform. When you were rotating the object… I was first trying to see 
through your eyes and have your perspective… The theatricality of the 
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performance and your movement that was very specific …I was trying to change 
my perspective of the process according to them. I felt that I was being 
an experiencer. It is clear, the role of the artist and the role of the audience…the 
audience is not passive, it is an experiencer. This is more a one-way. 
 
A selection of comments: 
“That was important, the pauses… they let the audience absorb what was 
happening. Where there was a pause, it was not a stop, the sound was still coming 
through. It was important in terms of breaking the linearity of the process, to create 
an anticipation of the next step of the performance. The intensity of the action as 
well as the sound… there was a variation because of the pauses.” 
“The pressure changes between your body and the physical material and 
sound. Transformation of feedback and forces between matter and body. The metal 
when you were working constantly on it was hot, you could see the light. A process 
of visual perception of the physical matter…which was nice. It was very obvious with 
the mask on. You could see the processes and the colour range of the sparks and the 
light.” 
“At first, I was thinking that when you do an action you focus on this, but 
after you stopped I started thinking beyond the action itself, about what to 
anticipate, look at other people’s reaction and observe the environment. When you 
were doing an action, I was focusing on the working area and the actions, then I 
was observing the surrounding environment, the setup, the objects.” 
“To stop… to get yourself ideas, and it is a creation time for other things than 
the objects, it gives audience space for ideas. I started to understand a specific 
behaviour related to the setup and the physical elements of the environment.” 
“The transformation of material was always related to the working area, to 
your hands, to your focus on the process, your eyes, your perception.” 
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“Body movement shows some intensity, that you are focusing on the process. 
The danger from sparks in the performance, the nature of the material, somehow it 
engaged me to focus on your body movement.” 
“Stopping is somehow related to moving; when you are making something, 
the range of your body movement is limited to the working area. When you stop you 
walk in the space, the range becomes bigger. Related to time perception… when you 
stopped, the perception of time changed for me.” 
“When you were rotating the object… I was first trying to see through your 
eyes and have your perspective… The theatricality of the performance and your 
movements that were very specific… I was trying to change my perspective of the 

















Performing ‘At’  
























Photos of performance-installation 










































Photos of sculptures 
Photographed by Eleni-Ira Panourgia 



















Day 1 Hour 3 
 





Day 2 Hour 1 
  


































Day 3 Hour 3 
 

















Questionnaire for audience 
1. What is your understanding of this work?  
2. How do you understand material transformation in relation to the 
processed sound environment and to actions during the performance?  
3. What is your perception of the sculptural objects and sound during the 
installation time, and what was your experience in the workshop space?  
Interviews 
J: 
1. Combined performance work in which sound is produced alongside a metal 
sculpture. The placement of audio technology allowed the mechanical sound of 
the sculptural tools to be transformed in a semi-controlled manner. As you 
worked upon the sculpture, you were given different opportunities 
to experiment with sound. Conversely, the production of electronic sound 
impacted the way in which you were able to continue producing 
the physical sculpture.  The most pronounced component of the work, in my 
eyes, was the process of producing the work and combining the materials in 
space. There was an underlying technical aim and artistic procedure that 
underscored every instance of the performance, which allowed some flexibility 
and improvisation, but was arranged around a core set of guiding principles and 
a tightly defined conceptual framework.  
2. It was sometimes easy to see the relationships between the sounds produced 
by your tools and the sounds produced by the loudspeakers. However, the 
mapping between acoustic and electronic sound material varied significantly 
throughout single performances, and again throughout multiple iterations of the 
piece. Furthermore, the impact of the tools on the sound environment seemed to 
change according to how you interacted with the software on your computer.   
3. Two questions here. Firstly, I felt like a single sound event was being structured 
alongside each single sculpture. Whilst the real-time relationships between the 
two forms felt quite contingent throughout, and it was often hard to draw out 
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a clear relationship between the temporal shape of the sound-event and the 
physical shape of the sculpture, their material existence was married together by 
the space and time of the performance.  Secondly, in the performance, 
it occasionally seemed like a dramatisation of a sculptural working process. It felt 
like I was watching you work privately, and that the sounds were attaching some 
meaning to your personal experience which would be inexpressible by merely 
watching you make a sculpture. Other times, it felt like the act of making 
the sculpture was being used as an instrument for musical composition. Given 
the minimalistic approach to electronic sound production, it did not always feel 
like expressive sound performance, but more like a form of real-time 
composition. I think it was both, but it was hard to hold each idea in my head at 
the same time. I either felt like the sculpture was producing the sounds, or that 
the sounds were describing and feeding into the sculpture, but it was difficult to 
feel both things at once. In the installation, I thought more about how each 
performance produced a different sculpture; it was satisfying to see how they 
collected into a little group. The sound felt quite ambient and environmental at 
this point, and seemed more like a thumbnail sketch of the preceding 
performance.  
D: 
1. I understand that this performance tackles the concept of process and 
procedure as a means of creating art and more particularly sculpting. I believe 
that in this work sculpting is approached both in a physical but also in an 
immaterial form. These two processes seem inseparable and complementary. 
The performer through her actions she sculpts the metallic objects, while the 
algorithm she designed gets a feed of the sonic qualities of her physical sculpting, 
processes the sounds and forms a sonic environment.  
2. Ι understand that there is material sculpting (the actions) and immaterial 




3. I perceived the sculptural objects as the outcome of an exploratory sculpting 
process. However, I understand that the sculpting physical process goes in 
parallel with the sonic generation and processing. The sonic generation and 
processing is perhaps a sort of invisible sculpting. As a result, the sculptural 
objects wouldn’t exist without the sound, or rather they co-exist with their sonic 
environment.  
R: 
1. A performance expressing a dynamic, hybrid process of interacting with 
materials (mostly metal sheets and processed sounds) experienced through 
four senses;   
Vision: as an audience I was visually engaged with the performer within the 
workshop space from two viewing points: the balcony (+1 level to the workshop 
during the performance) and the workshop (during one of the gaps).   
Audition: The sound of working with the metal sheets, welding and grinding, as 
well as projected processed sounds.   
Olfaction and Gustation: After staying in the workshop space for about an hour, I 
could feel a sense of the smell and taste of the metal particles.   
2. I experienced the transformation process for the metal sheets through visually 
seeing the performer’s interaction with the material; welding and grinding the 
sheets individually and together on the edges to form a 3D object- as well as 
detaching the sheets from the 3D into flat surfaces. Parallel to the visual stimuli 
from the performer’s actions and reactions- the objects transformation, and the 
welder, grinder sparkles- the sound environment accompanied the process 
by projecting processed sounds in the workshop environment. The processed 
sounds were more noticeable during the break time when I went downstairs to 
see the performing area from the close-up. The soundscape was creating a sense 
of memory of the material transformation experienced earlier mostly visually 
from above (bird-eye view). The sound accompanied by the smell of the 
metal generated a visual memory of the performance as well as situating me in 
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the environment where the actions have happened. The sound intensity and 
amplitude projected from the speakers were unexpected and hence increased my 
curiosity and imagination as I was looking at the metal piece on the performing 
table as well as the workshop environment.    
3. My perception of the sculptural objects and the sound during the installation 
was based on my position as the viewer above the performance area. The bird-
eye view provided a very good panoramic visual spectrum of the workshop space 
with the performer centered to the view frame. I could see all the movements and 
actions as well as the material transformation process and the equipment 
involved. Sparkles from welding and grinding also added another real-
time organic motion to the scene which was very interesting in terms of its 
synchronization with the performer’s movements, forces of actions and pauses. 
The sound was mainly perceived through real-time interactions with the 
materials during the installation time, but I could hear the projected sound from 
the speakers as well. The experience in the workshop space was very different 
from the previous one from the distant above. Being in the workshop space gave 
a deeper perception of the installation- through experiencing both material and 
immaterial elements by seeing/hearing- and the whole process which was 
magnified by the processed soundscape.   
A:  
1. Welding and manipulating pieces of metal together. Bright lights shed a 
performance light on an industrial basement space and the tentacles of various 
pieces of equipment trailed and connected along the edges of the space.  
2. The sounds would sometimes be generated suddenly, loudly from the material 
transformation and the go off like the metal balls in a pinball machine, interact in 
various ways, with my memory, with my expectations, probably also with the 
recording and processing… From the machines it would return back to the 
performance like the pinball coming back towards the paddles at the bottom, 
demanding action or reaction. The material transformation both sustained and 
was sustained by the sounds it produced in a strange dialogue between the 
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actions of the present and the past, sometimes contradicting, sometimes ignoring, 
sometimes going along with the processed sound.  
3. During the installation the perception was of the artist plus objects plus sounds, 
there was a hypnotic quality of performance and continuous process. Observing 
the sequences you drift between imagining decisions being made, contesting the 
choices being acted out in front of you and experiencing the clanging sounds, 
welding sparks and artist’s movements with your senses without conscious 
judgement. It is an immersing moment, I am concentrated on the actions, sounds, 
flashes emanating from the space below me, engaged in a commentary, 
storytelling, unfolding in my head and do not think about my fellow audience.  
In entering the workspace you look at the objects as if exploring on the moon: the 
metal objects are suddenly within arm’s reach but mystical, challenging you to 
attribute meaning to it or not (will the meaning be yours and about you or will 
you be trying to understand something beyond you-who is it speaking to?-was it 
created for the artist or may you appropriate it?). You cannot touch it, nor play 
with it, any stories you might want to weave around it have to be done from a 
distance and will not change it. It is lonelier and will prompt me to start a 
conversation with other observers/audience members next to me: I wonder why 
she did that? What do you think she will do with them next? It also gives the space 











Research journal excerpts 
Below are excerpts of a reflective journal that involved a textual record of my 
research progress through note taking for capturing my thinking during the 
stages and highlighting key points of evaluation and analysis of the work: 
“Use drawing as means for deciding how to cut the starting block – Triangles 
are being drawn on three sides of the object. This process is happening in 
repetition and in layers.  
The more I continue the more the object loses its basic geometric 
character…enclose movement into the geometric object.” 15/09/2015 
 
 “What is the role of sonic material in the outcome (sculpture)?  
Or will it only play a role during the making process? 
Understand the parameters of the process and use them as tools for 
composing. 
Hardness of the wood (type of wood), length of cut, height of the wooden 
block, angle-position of the wooden block in relation to the band saw. These 
parameters determine the sound produced during the making.   
Sequence of sounds as sequence of cuts.” 25/05/2016 
 
“Create different memories of the object with sound. 
This could concern the final outcome, the object and derive from the process. 
It is an important aspect that could be connected to notation of sculpture 
making through sonic material.   
Performative element: music, linear narrative in time that could 'reveal’ the 
making process of a sculpture and at the same time it could act as notation 
for the making after it is understood.   
The one concerns the 'final’ outcome and the other the making process.   
Use of the continuous prolonged sound for indicating cuts in the band saw? 
What about the similar process with a different material?   
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Learn how different techniques and making actions sound like. Know the 
sounds before I make an object.” 26/05/2016 
  
“Decide how to compose on the basis of geometry/shape or sound. 
So far I have been composing based on geometry, visually, with the aim to 
'break’ symmetry. During these series of experiments I will explore the 
sounds of the making in relation to material, dimensions and my actions. 
This will contribute to having a sonic perspective of my sculpture making 
and it will give me the possibility to understand it and compose through 
sounds.   
Compose sculpture with sounds, use starting point sonic material – notated?  
Use sound as guidance for sculpture making. 
Band saw: continuous sound (analyze frequency) 
Or: sequence of sounds as sequence of cuts.” 27/05/2016 
  
“Work with the recordings using techniques of sampling 
What will sampling of recordings offer to the making process? How could 
this be used as a tool? Raw material (recordings) worked with sampling: 
what will the equivalent process in sculpture be?   
Sampling: using parts of the workshop recordings together for forming a 
sequence. How could this be related to the making process in sculpture? If I 
cut some of the samples then they will not be in real time in regards to the 
making process and the actions. If sonic material will be used as 
'instructions’ or 'actions’ of the sculpture making then its duration would be 
important.   
If I am not concerned with analogies then I could focus on the interpretation 
of the sonic material recorded during the making process of a sculpture. How 
I could express actions as music, why is this important?   
Passing through a different art form for making a work: is it notation, is it 
part of the process?” 27/05/2016 
  




Know the sounds > relate them to the making process > re-compose other 
sonic material as starting point > make a sculpture   
I do not intent to use my sculptures as notation for composing music as 
Nathalie Miebach   
Gabriel Craig soundforge (2011): Collaboration with the composer Michael 
Remson: Accompaniment of the actions with percussion instruments. A 
musical interpretation of some actions but not of a process. Repetition of 
particular scenes and actions.   
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Folder ‘2.1.1 Sounding Stile’  
‘01_Sounding Stile_interval method_dotted halves.wav’ [sound, 0’07’’] 
‘02_Sounding Stile_interval method_quarters.wav’ [sound, 0’08’’] 
‘03_Sounding Stile_serial method.wav’ [sound, 0’08’’] 
‘04_Sounding Stile_serial method_loop.wav’ [sound, 0’40’’] 
‘05_My sculpture_ interval method.wav’ [sound, 0’07’’] 
Folder ‘2.2.1 Actions in sound’ 
 ‘06_Making_steel_audio.wav’ [sound, 1’34’’] 
Folder ‘3.2.1 Of Blocks’ 
‘07_woodtype1_animation_rotation with sounds.mov’ [video, 1’25’’] 
‘08_woodtype2_animation_rotation with sounds.mov’ [video, 1’46’’] 
‘09_woodtype3_animation_rotation with sounds.mov’ [video, 1’12’’] 
Folder ‘3.3.1 Sculptural spectrograms’ 
‘10_placing marble.wav’ [sound, 0’02’’] 
‘11_adjusting marble.wav’ [sound, 0’11’’] 
‘12_adjusting marble detail.wav’ [sound, 0’04’’] 
‘13_cutting marble.wav’ [sound, 0’26’’] 
‘14_marble making process.mp4’ [video, 12’14’’] 
‘15_steel cutter.wav’ [sound, 0’08’’] 
‘16_steel cutter single.wav’ [sound, 0’02’’] 
‘17_welding multiple.wav’ [sound, 0’31’’] 
‘18_welding single.wav’ [sound, 0’01’’] 
‘19_grinding steel.wav’ [sound, 0’35’’] 
‘20_grinding rotating steel single.wav’ [sound, 0’08’’] 
‘21_steel making process.mov’ [video, 1’49’’] 
‘22_glass cube_preparation stage.mp4’ [video, 8’22’’] 
‘23_cutting glass.wav’ [sound, 1’26’’] 
‘24_cutting glass.mp4’ [video, 5’34’’] 
‘25_grinding glass.wav’ [sound, 0’56’’] 
‘26_grinding glass.mp4’ [video, 1’32’’] 
Folder ‘4.1 Actions (Processed sound samples)’  
Subfolder ‘Multiple material_with Ircam AudioSculpt’ 
‘27_adjusting marble detail_AS_Freqshift -3500hz.wav’ [sound, 0’04’’] 
  ‘28_adjusting marble_AS_TimeStretch faster x10.wav’ [sound, 0’01’’] 
  ‘29_cutting glass_AS_freqshift 1000hz.wav’ [sound, 1’26’’] 
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  ‘30_grinding glass_AS_MultiBandFilter_Pass 200hz.wav’ [0’56’’] 
  ‘31_grinding steel_AS_SpectralBreakPointFilter_-63hz at 4300_+2hz at 
   4700.wav’ [sound, 0’35’’] 
  ‘32_grinding steel_AS_TimeStretch slower x20.wav’ [sound, 5’11’’]  
  ‘33_grinding steel_AS_TimeStretch slower x20_grain delay_pitch shift.wav’  
  [sound, 8’16’’] 
 ‘34_welding multiple_AS_TimeStretch slower x3.wav’ [sound, 1’17’’] 
  ‘35_welding multiple_AS_TimeStretch slower x11.wav’ [sound, 10’20’’] 
 ‘36_welding multiple_AS_TimeStretch_faster x10.wav’ [sound, 0’03’’] 
  ‘37_welding single_AS_TimeStretch slower x25.wav’ [sound, 9’50’’] 
 ‘38_welding single_AS_TimeStrech_slower x10_Freqshift 2000hz.wav’ 
[sound, 0’12’’] 
‘39_welding single_AS_ slower x10_Cross-synthesis_grinding.wav’  
[sound, 0’12’’] 
‘40_welding single_AS_TimeStrech_slower x10_Freqshift 2000hz_Cross- 
synthesis_welding single faster x10.wav’ [sound, 0’12’’] 
 Subfolder ‘Steel_with Ableton Live devices’ 
  ‘41_grinding detail_EQ_PingPong_GrainDelay_FilterDelay.wav’  
[sound, 0’11’’] 
‘42_grinding_Freqshift_PingPong_GrainDelay.wav’ [sound, 0’14’’] 
‘43_grinding_Grain Delay_Resonance.wav’ [sound, 0’29’’] 
‘44_grinding_lowpass_MBandPass.wav’ [sound, 0’23’’] 
‘45_grinding_lowpass_tal-dub.wav’ [sound, 0’23’’] 
‘46_grinding_MRingModulator.wav’ [sound, 0’16’’] 
‘47_grinding_rptl_MTremolo.wav’ [sound, 0’23’’] 
‘48_welding_AUDelay.wav’ [sound, 0’24’’] 
‘49_welding_altiverb 7.wav’ [sound, 0’38’’] 
‘50_welding_Grain Delay.wav’ [sound, 0’31’’] 
‘51_welding_Overdrive_PingPong_Vocoder-noise.wav’ [sound, 0’27’’] 
‘52_cutting wood_Max MSP grainstretch.wav’ [sound, 0’27’’] 
‘53_AudioSculpt samples_combined materials 1.wav’ [sound, 3’00’’] 
‘54_AudioSculpt samples_combined materials 2.wav’ [sound, 1’34’’] 
‘55_Ableton Live samples_steel_combined actions.wav’ [sound, 2’03’’] 
‘56_cutting wood_sequence 1.wav’ [sound, 0’18’’] 
‘57_cutting wood_sequence 2.wav’ [sound, 0’56’’] 
Folder ‘4.1.1 Digital interactions’ 
 ‘58_Digital interactions_Rotating-Resizing-Splitting.mp4’ [video, 0’53’’] 
 ‘59_Digital interactions_Granular approach.mp4’ [video, 1’19’’] 
 ‘60_Digital interactions_Distortion-Reshaping.mp4’ [video, 0’54’’] 
Folder ‘4.2.1 Marble sounds’ 




Folder ‘5.1 Interfaces’ 
  ‘62_Rehearsal with foot pedal controller.mp4’ [video, 1’31’’] 
‘63_inputPlay.amxd’ [max for live patch] 
‘64_Rehearsal with inputPlay.mp4’ [video, 9’53’’] 
‘65_inputPlay_V2.1_guide.jpg’ [image] 
‘66_inputPlay_V2.1_5s.amxd’ [max for live patch] 
‘67_inputPlay_V2.1_10s.amxd’ [max for live patch] 
‘68_inputPlay_V2.1_15s.amxd’ [max for live patch] 
‘69_inputPlay_V2.1_20s.amxd’ [max for live patch] 
Folder ‘5.2 Process-Procedure 'With'’ 
 ‘70_Process - Procedure teaser.mp4’ [video, 0’14’’] 
 ‘71_Process-Procedure ‘With’_Trailer.mp4’ [video, 3’00’’] 
 ‘72_Process-Procedure ‘With’_Full performance.mp4’ [video, 14’19’’] 
 ‘73_Live sound.wav’ [sound, 17’32’’] 
 ‘74_Processed sound.wav’ [sound, 15’47’’] 
 ‘75_Metaphanies trailer.m4v’ [video, 0’45’’] 
Folder ‘5.3 Process-Procedure 'For'’ 
 '76_Process-Procedure 'For'_20-minute overview.mp4’ [video, 20’00’’] 
 ‘77_Process-Procedure 'For'_Mask view.mp4’ [video, 0’25’’] 
 ‘78_Environment sound_Hour 1.wav’ [sound, 60’02’’] 
 ‘79_Environment sound_Hour 2.wav’ [sound, 59’57’’] 
 ‘80_Environment sound_Hour 3.wav’ [sound, 46’17’’] 
 ‘81_Processed sound.wav’ [sound, 166’03’’] 
 ‘82_Input mic_Hour 1.wav’ [sound, 60’02’’] 
 ‘83_Input mic_Hour 2.wav’ [sound, 59’57’’] 
 ‘84_Input mic_Hour 3.wav’ [sound, 55’26’’] 
 ‘85_Sound details.txt’ [text file] 
Folder ‘5.4 Process-Procedure 'At'’ 
 ‘86_Process-Procedure 'At'_Rehearsal.mp4’ [video, 45’29’’] 
 ‘87_Process-Procedure 'At'_Overview.mp4’ [video, 23’05’’] 
 ‘88_Process-Procedure 'At'_Day 2.mp4’ [video, 180’00’’] 
 ‘89_Process-Procedure 'At'_Overview_Day1 Hour1 (5').mp4’ [video, 5’09’’] 
 ‘90_Sound files details.docx’ [word document] 
 ‘91_mic+processed_day1hour1_stereo.wav’ [sound, 44’48’’] 
 ‘92_installationmix_day1hour1_stereo.wav’ [sound, 15’00’’] 
 ‘93_mic+processed_day1hour2_stereo.wav’ [sound, 45’20’’] 
 ‘94_installationmix_day1hour2_stereo.wav’ [sound, 15’00’’] 
 ‘95_mic+processed_day1hour3_stereo.wav’ [sound, 45’29’’] 
 ‘96_installationmix_day1hour3_stereo.wav’ [sound, 15’00’’] 
Subfolder ‘97_surround mix in 5.1_mic+processed_day1hour1 and 
installationmix_day1hour1’ [same files as above in 5.1 & mix details.docx]   
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Subfolder ‘3D scan’ 
 ‘98_detail back side.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘99_detail front.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘100_detail side.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘101_detail side1.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘102_detail front1.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘103_detail below.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘104_detail front2.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘105_detail back.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘106_detail side2.jpg’ [image] 
 ‘107_detail side3.jpg’ [image] 
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Panourgia, E-I. (2016). Spectrogram Data as System for Making Sculpture.  
In Proceedings of the GA2016 19th Generative Art Conference, Florence,  
Italy. pp179-199. ISBN 9788896610312…………………………………………………………114 
Panourgia, E-I., Wheelaghan, F. & Yang, X. (2018). ‘Digital Interactions:  
Sound and three-dimensional forms’. Airea: Arts and Interdisciplinary  


























































































Research activities  
Field trips 
January 2017 undertook advanced professional training in AudioSculpt 
software by IRCAM in Paris, France. 
February 2016 undertook archival research in Paul Sacher Foundation and in 
Tinguely Museum in Basel, Switzerland. 
March 2015 attended: a) ‘Other Harmony’ MaMuX seminar in IRCAM, b) Solaris 
multimedia performance show by Dai Fujikura and Saburo Teshigawara, a 
coproduction of Théâtre des Champs-Elysées, Opéra de Lille, Opéra de Lausanne 
and IRCAM-Centre Pompidou, and c) ‘Rencontre avec Saburo Teshigawara’ 
lecture at the House of Culture of Japan in Paris, France. 
List of publications 
Journal articles and conference proceedings 
Katerina Talianni, Eleni-Ira Panourgia, Jack Walker, and Roxana Karam. 
2018. "Editorial", Airea: Arts and Interdisciplinary Research, issue 1, 1-2. doi: 
10.2218/airea.2748. 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia, Finbar Wheelaghan and Xue Yang. 2018. "Digital 
interactions: Sound and three-dimensional forms", Airea: Arts and 
Interdisciplinary Research, issue 1, 3-10, doi: 10.2218/airea.2732. 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia and Jing Zhao. 2018. "SoundMapp - Participatory design 
in museum space", The International Journal of the Inclusive Museum 11 (1): 
27-35, doi:10.18848/1835-2014/CGP/v11i01/27-35. 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia & Jing Zhao. 2017. "A Participatory Music Journey in 
Museum Space", in Program booklet of the Twelfth International Conference 
on the Arts in Society 14–16 June 2017 at the American University of Paris, 
France. Published by Common Ground Research Networks, Champaign, Illinois, 
2017, p.107. 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia. 2016. "Spectrogram Data as System for Making 
Sculpture", in Proceedings of the GA2016 19th Generative Art Conference, 
Florence, Italy, pp. 179-199, ISBN 9788896610312.1. 
Selected shows 
2018 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia, "Process / Procedure: performance-installation", Research 
Workshop of Minto House, ESALA, University of Edinburgh. 
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Cinetopia: Plastic Man & Grey to Blue, Gallery 23 - Film Sessions, Edinburgh, UK. 
Hidden Door Festival, as part of The Hidden Door Festival presents The Jesus 
and Mary Chain, Leith Theatre, Edinburgh International Festival, Edinburgh, UK. 
Nautilus vol.2 Festival of Arts, ‘Golden Ratio’ Cultural Association, Keratea of 
Attica, Greece. 
Group Exhibition 'RSA Open Exhibition of Art 2018', The Royal Scottish 
Academy of Art and Architecture, Edinburgh, UK. 
Group Exhibition 'Materiality', RAFT Research Group, Tent Gallery, Edinburgh, 
UK. 
Group Exhibition 'Trading Zone', Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh, UK. 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia, "Process / Procedure: durational", Research Workshop of 
Minto House, ESALA, University of Edinburgh. 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia, "Enclosure", acousmatic composition, WISWOS, Celebrating 
Women in Sound at Goldsmiths, the Great Hall of Goldsmiths, University of 
London 
Group Exhibition ‘Impact through Design 2018’, M.F. Husain Art Gallery, Jamia 
Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India. 
2017 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia, "Process / Procedure", Prokalo seminar series, Research 
Workshop of Minto House, ESALA, University of Edinburgh. 
Nautilus Festival of Arts, ‘Golden Ratio’ Cultural Association, Keratea of Attica, 
Greece. 
Group Exhibition ‘Impact through Design 2017’, M.F. Husain Art Gallery, Jamia 
Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India. 
2016 
Group Exhibition ‘Impact through Design - An Exhibition’, M.F. Husain Art 
Gallery, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India. 
Eleni-Ira Panourgia, "Fantasia", composition for small orchestra, Edinburgh 
Composers' Orchestra, Reid Concert Hall, Edinburgh. 
Group Exhibition ‘Leave No Trace’, Tent Gallery, Edinburgh, UK. 
2015 
Group Exhibition 'Research-in-progress' during Edinburgh International 
Festival, Sculpture Court, Edinburgh College of Art, University of Edinburgh. 




Jun 27, 2018 "Reach IV, V and VI: Making sculpture with concrete formwork", 
RAFT Materiality Symposium, Tent Gallery, University of Edinburgh. 
Feb 19, 2018 “From intangible to tangible”, ‘3D Blockchain’ workshop, Festival 
of Creative Learning, University of Edinburgh. 
June 16, 2017 “A Participatory Music Journey in Museum Space”, 12th 
International Conference on the Arts in Society, The American University of 
Paris, France. 
May 31, 2017 “Digital interactions: Sound and three-dimensional forms”, 
sIREN: Arts and Digital Practices Conference 2017, University of Edinburgh. 
Dec 16, 2016 “Spectrogram data as system for making sculpture”, GA2016 - 
19th GENERATIVE ART CONFERENCE in Florence, Italy. 
Dec 7, 2016 “Identifying limitations of methods in interdisciplinary research”, 
in sIREN seminar series 2016/17, University of Edinburgh. 
Feb 15, 2016 “Introduction to Materials”, ‘Creative Material Play’ workshop, 
Innovative Learning Week, University of Edinburgh. 
Nov 25, 2015 Postgraduate Research Methods Symposium, Edinburgh College 
of Art, University of Edinburgh. 
Teaching at Edinburgh College of Art 
Digital Media Studio Project Masters course, supervising the project 
‘Developing Multidimensional Objects’ 2016/17 and 2017/18 provided me with 
the opportunity to use my research for framing teaching content and explore 
new possibilities of the topic3.   
Masters-to-PhD mentoring scheme, supervised research proposals of 
potential PhD candidates 2017/18 in Art, Design and Music. 
Creative Music Technology Undergraduate course that complements 
composition, sound recording and other audio technology courses with new 
techniques for basic principles in electronic music production through 
theoretical, creative and practical work in sampled and composed projects, 
2018/19. 
                                                          
3 Examples of student work and the project brief can be found at: 
https://dmsp.digital.eca.ed.ac.uk/blog/multidimensionalobjects2017/2017/05/01/submission-2-2/   
https://dmsp.digital.eca.ed.ac.uk/blog/multidimensionalobjects2018/category/submission-2/ [both 
accessed 12 November 2018] 
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Music on Screen Masters course, audiovisual relationships in film, gaming and 
video works, 2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19. 
Organisation and reviewing 
Apr 2018 Contributor 
Edinburgh CitySounds, University of Edinburgh 
Mar 2018 Co-organizer 
DataVisFest on (In)equality and Inclusion, University of Edinburgh, DataFest 
Edinburgh 
Feb 2018 Co-organizer 
3D Blockchain workshop during the Festival of Creative Learning, University of 
Edinburgh 
Since Oct 2017 Reviewer 
The International Journal of the Inclusive Museum 
Since Jun 2017 Co-founder, co-editor and manager 
Airea: Arts and Interdisciplinary Research Journal 
Edinburgh University Library Open Journals 
Dec 2016 - May 2017 Co-organizer 
- sIREN Conference: Arts and Digital Practices 2017  
- Conference workshops with Trevor Wishart (Institute of Sonology) “Sound 
Loom / Composers Desktop Project”; Kristina Andersen (STEIM, Amsterdam) 
“Hypothetical Instruments”; Chris Speed and Bettina Nissen (ECA, Design 
Informatics) “Re-imagining the city as a value platform”. 
Since Jun 2016 Co-founder and co-organizer 
sIREN (student-led Interdisciplinary Research Network) 
sIREN research workshops and seminar series  
Since 2016 Contributor 
Rethinking Concrete Formwork research project 
ESALA, Edinburgh College of Art 
Feb 2016 Co-organizer 
- 'Creative Material Play' workshop during the Innovative Learning Week, 
University of Edinburgh 
- Showcase of 'Creative Material Play' workshop and outcomes in the Interactive 
Space of TEDxUniversityofEdinburgh 2015/16 
- Exhibition of 'Creative Material Play' outcomes in Mathew Gallery at Minto 




Awards and grants 
2018 Devolved Researcher Funding from Edinburgh College of Art, University 
of Edinburgh for organizing a series of research workshops and shows during 
Dialogues Festival. 
2018 Student Experience Grant, University of Edinburgh for organizing a series 
of research workshops and shows during Dialogues Festival. 
2017 Festival of Creative Learning Fund from the Institute of Academic 
Development, University of Edinburgh for organizing the '3D Blockchain' 
workshop. 
2017 Principal's Go Abroad Fund, University of Edinburgh for presenting in The 
Arts in Society Conference in Paris, France. 
2017 Researcher-led Initiative Fund from the Institute of Academic 
Development, University of Edinburgh for organizing the Arts and Digital 
Practices Conference. 
2017 Devolved Researcher Funding from Edinburgh College of Art, University 
of Edinburgh for organizing the Arts and Digital Practices Conference. 
2016 Digital Scholarship Training Fund from CAHSS, University of 
Edinburgh for undertaking the two-day Advanced course of AudioSculpt in 
IRCAM, Paris, France. 
2016 Postgraduate Research Expenses Grant from Edinburgh College of Art, 
University of Edinburgh for presenting in GA2016 Conference in Florence, Italy. 
2016 Researcher-led Initiative Fund from the Institute of Academic 
Development, University of Edinburgh for organizing monthly seminar series 
and a conference in interdisciplinary research for the academic year 
2016/2017. 
2016 3-year Doctoral Scholarship from the Onassis Foundation, Scholarship 
Program for Hellenes. 
2016 Devolved Researcher Funding from Edinburgh College of Art, University 
of Edinburgh for establishing sIREN (student-led Interdisciplinary REsearch 
Network). 
2016 Postgraduate Research Expenses Grant from Edinburgh College of Art, 
University of Edinburgh for undertaking archival research in Paul Sacher 
Foundation in Basel, Switzerland. 
2016 Edinburgh Award from the University of Edinburgh. 
2016 Leadership Award from the University of Edinburgh. 
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2016 Three nominations of the 'Creative Material Play' workshop in the 
Innovative Learning Week awards as the ‘Most Creative,’ ‘Most Experimental’ 
and ‘Most Impact’, University of Edinburgh. 
2016 Innovative Learning Week Fund from the Institute of Academic 
Development, University of Edinburgh for organizing ‘Creative Material Play’ 
workshop. 
2015 1-year Doctoral Grant from the A.G. Leventis Foundation. 
2015 Postgraduate Research Expenses Grant from Edinburgh College of Art, 
University of Edinburgh for attending ‘Other Harmony’ MaMuX seminar in 
IRCAM, Paris, France. 
